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Strengthened-DSO

Following the Value Chain Competitiveness workshops a self- improvement framework is being developed to 
assist companies launch and maintain a continuous improvement programme. This framework comprises a 
maturity self-assessment tool to pinpoint gaps in capability plus guidance material and How To s that identify 
specific actions and improvement plans to close the gaps.

 In the first phase, up to 20 How-To improvement guides have been identified and these are being linked to the 
self-assessment tool. The plan is to complete the first draft of these guides for an initial review in April 2018. 
Shortly thereafter a third Value Chain Competitiveness workshop will be arranged to bring together the DGP 
partner companies to review a potential launch and roll-out of the framework with a pilot group of companies. 
Progress remains on plan. 

Value Chain Competitiveness 

The team in s-DSO is currently expanding. The two current country strategy leads have now been joined by 
their country planners to assist them to developing clear measurable implementation plans. These plans will 
align with the DGP strategies to highlight milestones and demonstrate progress to stakeholders. 

We are also pleased to announce that we ve been joined by a new Babcock seccondee who will lead the 
development of our third priority market. The overseas recruitment process for one of our markets is 
complete and the successful candidate has accepted the role. We anticipate completing the recruitment 
process for our other overseas post in the next few weeks. A full update will be provided at the next DGP 
Steering Committee.      
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Welcome to the March edition of the DGP Bulletin. For the last month the 
DGP Defence Sector Deal working group have been heavily involved in 
working towards developing our initial inputs to BEIS for a Defence Sector 
Deal. This required input followed a request from BEIS for an outline of a 
prospective Defence Sector Deal. Our response is intended to help position 
a Defence Sector Deal which would then start an explicit dialogue with the 
BEIS Industrial Strategy team. If our proposal is accepted by BEIS we will 
then continue – with assistance from Steering Committee members – to be 
much more explicit in our approach for the Defence Sector Deal. We 
anticipate that this will take several weeks to develop. 
 

The proposed Defence Sector Deal builds strongly on the work of the DGP and contains priorities 
around productivity, joint Industry and Government investing in innovation, skills enrichment as well as 
High Value Design processes that all contribute to the continued success of the sector and the broader 
objective of enhanced prosperity. These priorities must work towards delivering high-value careers, 
growth and prosperity across the regions of the UK. It is widely accepted that our sector has high levels 
of productivity in many regions across the UK making full use of our highly skilled employees. We are 
very well placed to contribute effectively to the UK Industrial Strategy.
 
The DGP Partner companies have been very involved and supportive throughout the Defence Sector 
Deal progress. Thanks for your continued support and please continue to contribute fully to the process. 
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Develop UK Capability 

The Capability team have continued to support the Defence Sector Deal development, issuing papers on 
Persistent Surveillance and Training covering the output of the two workshops held in January on the 
same.  

The DGP Skills Group are continuing to work with Industry, Government and Academic partners to define 
the detail of a Level 7 qualification aligned with the Senior Leadership Apprenticeship Standard that will 
support the development of our future business winners in the export market. This qualification will form 
the basis of the Academic Pathway within the Defence Enterprise Export Programme (DEEP) alongside the 
Career Pathways and Secondment Model activity.

Focus on the Customer

 The Market Intelligence Cell (MIC) hosted a number of visits throughout January and February including 
visits from Defence Security Organisation (DSO),  FinMilCap (FMC), DGP founder Companies and SMEs. 
The ADS Defence Export Steering Group held their meeting at the UKDSC taking the opportunity to visit 
the MIC whilst onsite leading to a number of follow up engagements. The fourth phase of market 
intelligence analysis is shortly set to complete with draft reports currently in review and on track to 
publish by the end of March 2018. 
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Defence Solutions Centre

Mark Barclay joined the UK Defence Solution Centre as CEO in January, he 
shares his views on his second month in the role:  

Another busy period probably best describes the second month of 
2018.  As per January, I ve continued to meet with numerous stakeholders 
at multiple locations which, once again, illustrates the significant scale and 
diversity of the UK Defence landscape.  Stakeholder engagement will 
inevitably remain a key priority for the UKDSC throughout 2018.

From an internal perspective and as part of the transition to the UKDSC II 
organisation, we have launched the recruitment process for two Executive 
Directors, namely, Operations and International Markets.  Candidates are 
currently being assessed, with those shortlisted being scheduled for 
interview during March.  The UKDSC Induction Handbook has also been 
updated this month, whilst the Operating Framework is being refreshed 
for release in mid-March.

We have continued to develop our international collaboration activities during the month, which saw 
team members from the UKDSC attend two highly engaging workshops with our Japanese partners.

There s also been some encouraging work further developing our sub-sector capability themes which will 
ultimately be used to underpin the Defence Growth Partnership Defence Sector Deal.

Finally, the UKDSC have been asked to participate in future Defence Supplier Forums (DSF) along with 
senior MOD and Industry representatives.  This will not only raise the overall profile of the UKDSC, but 
will also ensure we have the opportunity to actively engage in the key discussions and decision points at 
an appropriate level.  Overall, lots of great things happening with plenty more to do over the coming 
months.
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